Pre-Proposal Site Conference Questions & Answers
1. Q. Total weight of canopy column for lifter/crane arrangement.
A: The structural column at max in under 200 Kg. But there are some heavy structures placed in
that area which needs to be removed/reorganized to smoothly pick the desired structures. The
crane/lifter should be up to the rating of 15 tons at least. Services of professional riggers will also
be required to move the structural items.
2. Q: Model / Part number of canopy.
A: The canopy is manufactured by “Shade’n Net”. Its model is Cantilever Semi Shade Structure.
See company’s website below for further details:
https://shade-n-net.com/styles/cantilever-semi-shade-structure/
3. Q: The concrete pathway needs to be constructed with edge stones or a wall over the edges
otherwise the edges of the concrete may be damaged in the future. Define quantity of area
to be covered by curbstone.
A: Curbstones need to be fixed on the edges - measurements can be taken from the pg. 6 of
drawing.
4.

Q: Please specify the material of the canopy fabric.
A: High Tensile Synthetic Fabric Vinyl based or equivalent. Thickness not less than 3mm.

5. Q: Only the column of the canopy is present at the site and the supply of other framing
materials and anchoring system will be contractor scope.
A: Yes, only structural columns are available. Framing, anchoring materials (per information in
given drawing) will be provided by contractor along with crane for moving the materials from
stocked place to installation place.
6. Q: We need the soil investigation report for foundation designing.
A: Complete design package is provided and uploaded on the website. Design calculations are
attached.
7. Q: What is the load bearing capacity of driveway?
A: Load bearing capacity of driveway concrete is 3000 psi.
8. Q: Re-share complete set of drawing of shade and driveway containing all the sizes and
dimension via email.
A: Already uploaded on website.
9. Q: Shade work pillar are available rest of the materials will be supplied and installed by
contractor?
Only structural columns are available. Framing, anchoring materials will be provided by
contractor along with crane for moving the materials from stocked place to installation place.
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